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“It is the Spirit
that unites us.”

Spirit Is Our River is a publication sponsored by Wayshowers Community Fellowship, Inner Peace Movement International and Peace
Community Church International, three non-profit organizations affiliated with the Wayshowers Alliance of Spiritual Organizations.

“Unstoppable Waves of Spirit”
The 2017 International Summer Retreats in Osceola, IA
The summer season is upon us! July is a very
special time of year for Wayshowers around
the world. It is a time to gather in Osceola, IA
for the 2017 International Summer Retreats.
The spiritual theme this summer is
“Unstoppable Waves.” What an amazing
vision! Like the waves of the ocean, my soul
purpose is constantly in motion!
Here are some highlights:
WEEK 1 June 26-30: Sponsored by Peace
Community Church International (PCCI)
Summer Camp has been
a pivotal energy for PCCI
programs these past few
years. This year continues the expansion with a
week of Unstoppable
Waves of Healing.
Begin each morning
with yoga, meditation,
energy and healing techniques on our beautiful
outdoor pavilion deck.
The morning session will
feature Peace: My Inevitable Reality and finding
your “Heaven On Earth!”
PCC training in program presentation and
other healing courses, is scheduled for the
afternoons, including two Family World
programs — 8770: Man and Woman, Roles
for the New Age and 8752: Universal Love
in Personal Relationships.
On Friday June 30, Tiger Coll will lead a day of
immersion into Spiritual Ten Commandments
pioneered by Dr. Francisco Coll’s Spiritual Ten
Suggestions. Planet earth is ready for a new

kind of commandment and with this reworking of an eons-old biblical tradition!
Instead of "Thou shalt not," The New Spiritual
Ten Commandments express positive action,
good will, and benevolence. Instead of taking
concepts that stimulate a beholdment to the
outer rules, we will be focusing on our inner
truth and spiritual growth.
Throughout Week 1, you will understand and
release religious concepts creating limitations
in the soul. Through many healing techniques,
you will be cleansed
and anointed as the
renewed
spiritual
“Real You!”
Become an unstoppable healer for
yourself first, and
then assist others!
WEEK 2 July 3-7:
Sponsored by Inner
Peace
Movement
International (IPMI)
In Week 2, experience Unstoppable Waves of
Inspiration in Action – your spiritual freedom,
self- leadership, and the joy of sharing the Big
Picture of spiritual reality with others. Delve
into expression from the wealth of your inner
wisdom and spiritual thrust.
Week 2 offers personal expansion and
professional training through presentations,
second-step programs, submersion workshops, creative energy techniques, course
instructorship and Profile Consultant training.
Continued on page 12

This edition of Spirit Is Our River features articles, sharings and photos from leaders and participants
of WCF, IPMI and PCCI. These three spiritual, non-profit organizations were founded for the purpose
of helping back people with our message of spiritual freedom. It is the Spirit that unites us!
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WCF President’s Message
I spent the evening in a musical
meditation with Celtic Woman, the
glorious group of Irish singers, dancers
and musicians. Their new program,
Voices of Angels, was a heavenly tribute
to the power of unifying, healing energy.
“All around me...I know there are angels
everywhere.” That inspiring song has
an
important message. With all the
Dr. Susan Kellogg
drama in the political world lately, I
sometimes need a gentle reminder that every soul is living
their thrust in some way with the backing of their angels. I
just need to remember to live my thrust, and mind my own
business.

A trip to camp puts me back into the deep waters of
my soul self. Experiencing the beautiful, healing,
natural environment, sharing great fellowship with
other souls on their Wayshower path, regrouping the
depth of my spiritual wisdom and inspiration is truly a
NEED. My energy matters!

To your spirit and the joys of Summer Camp!
Susan Kellogg, D.D.
Osceola, IA

Tiger Coll shared a thought the other day that has stayed
with me. “The confusion of others is not my business.” What
that meant to me was not to get so wound up in the ups and
downs of my social environment that I allow myself to get
distracted from what I really need to do. Translate that to
“turn off the news, the chitchat, and get involved in an
opportunity to be in my true feelings and be of service.
So back to the concert. It reminded me of how much I love to
sing. It is something that frees me to share the heavenly energy
of “D-Zone” while on planet earth (“A-Zone”). It is one of the
simplest, most direct ways to stay cleansed. So, I have to ask
myself, “Have I taken as much time as I need to sing?”
The answer sometimes is a definite “No.” I can insert other
positive habits that have to do with investing my time. Take
more time to cleanse myself, take time to regroup, take time
to plan, take time to set new goals. Time is of the essence.
WCF is sponsoring a monthly online Webinar and Teleconference regrouping on the Seven Chakras to help people take
some time to do some personal healing and outflow. The 8session series began in May and continues through December. The response to the first two sessions — on the SelfAcceptance Chakra and the Wants Chakra — has been so
positive. We Wayshowers NEED to stay “tuned in and tuned
up!” This is one way you can take action to back yourself. To
preregister for future webinars, go to the WCF website.

The Summer Retreats in Iowa are just around the corner,
beginning on June 26. Going to camp has been an annual
investment in my spiritual, mental and physical well-being.
Dr. Francisco Coll shared that as sensitives, we need to
attend a camp program at least once a quarter to stay
fully regrouped in our energy, direction and life purpose.
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Outside dining at Summer Camp in Iowa is fun for all ages
(L to R) Liam Lassiter, Richard Lassiter, Susan Kellogg,
Sondra Kellogg-Allaire and Avery Allaire.

Regrouping On My Self-Acceptance
“I took the first WCF Chakra Webinar class on SelfAcceptance and ended up experiencing a key insight a
few days later. A few minor health issues indicated to
me that Self-Acceptance has been a weak area for me,
especially as I made some major transitions in my life in
the last five years. A few days after the chakra class, I
was approached by someone who had what I
perceived to be an extensive “to-do” list for me. As the
“to-be-dones” rolled out, I felt my shoulders tighten and
I felt very tense. Then, I remembered Self-acceptance!
Accept, at least, what the individual has to say. Accept
my role in it. Accept what I’ve created. Just the feeling
of “acceptance” and those thoughts helped me relax

WCF Mission: To inspire, promote and sponsor
spiritual freedom through the Wayshower, one
who lives by example through his/her inner
loyalty, self-understanding and fellowship with
inner guidance.

Wayshower Experiences
A Wayshower inspires others by their example of being loyal to themselves and their spiritual purpose.

Unexpected Encounters On My Spiritual Journey
Recently I had the opportunity to
meet a Wayshower whose way of
sharing, understanding spiritual
contracts, and investing was very
meaningful to me.
I have just re-located to the Daytona Beach area of Florida. I am
and have been very excited about
this transition in my life. After being
Carolyn Clarke
here a couple of weeks I discovered
I needed extensive repairs to my car. This was not in my
budget. New to the area and businesses, I relied on my
sensitivity to determine a repair shop.

I decided to have the additional repairs completed. Mike
informed me this was a 2 day job and I would have to leave
my car. I told them I would need a loaner vehicle. After
some negotiations, this was arranged.
The repairs turned from 2 days into 4 and Mike called to tell
me I could pick up my car. It was late in the day, and Andrea
was still finishing up when I arrived. so I sat and shared a
little with Mike. I found out he is Muslim, and has lived in
several countries.

The location was not the most modern facility. There were
vehicles everywhere, several in different steps of repair.
When I received the estimate, I was shocked at the price.
On my way into the office to further discuss the repairs, I
stopped to speak with the mechanic. I was very drawn to
him. Although he was obviously busy, he took a moment to talk
with me. His name was Andrea, and he was from Argentina.
I asked if he enjoyed his work, and he enthusiastically
replied, “I love what I do”! He said he was happy to be in
the area and he had been here several years, but was not
able to return to Argentina very often. He shared a bit
about his country; I could feel the love and respect he had
for it. (I have 2 angels whose last incarnations were in
South America. One was from Argentina, and the other
had traveled there. No wonder I was drawn to him!)
I had the repairs done to my vehicle, and felt good about the
people I had encountered at the shop. A few days later,
however, I had another problem with my vehicle. Back I
went, thinking they had not properly repaired my car. I must
admit I was a tad aggressive in my behavior.

Unexpected encounters are everywhere.
I waited for them to check out the problem, sure they had
not completed the job properly. After some time I was presented with another estimate. I was definitely not happy
with the results, and had numerous questions regarding the
work and connections to previous repairs.
Mike, the shop manager, with whom I had had an immediate
affinity, patiently explained the car systems to me, their
connections as well as interactions. Reluctantly, I listened.
Short version, when one system is repaired, and functioning
at full capacity, it can put additional pressure on another
system where there is a weakness. Although I know nothing
about vehicles, I could understand this.

Carolyn (far L) enjoys Skit Night at Summer Camp in
Osceola IA with (L to R) Patrick Kilhenny, Estelle Small,
Dorinda Fox and Diana Ringo.

As I shared with him the unexpectedness of the repairs and
the cost, he listened intently, and reverently replied, “Have
you ever thought that possibly before you were even born,
you made a contract with Andreas that you would help him
feed his family at some time if he needed it?
“Maybe Andreas needed to do this work to have a paycheck
to buy groceries for his family, and you are fulfilling that
agreement? I do believe this is the way life works.”
That gave me much food for thought regarding investing.
I hope to interview Mike in the future and learn more of the
Muslim beliefs and way of life. I know from my experience
with Mike, he lives his policy of being reverent to people. He
is a true Wayshower with much wisdom.
I have learned that unexpected encounters are everywhere
in daily life to uplift and inspire us, if we are open to learn
and grow.

Carolyn Clarke
Ormond Beach, FL
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Sponsoring organizations and people with the high common denominator
of Spiritual Freedom as a Way of Life

IPMI President’s Message
“I volunteer but I really need the courage,
They say that I can be a leader right away...
I find that I’m a branch out in the forest,
But the courage of lion I must be;
I gather wisdom from my many lifetimes
and endeavor to share it spiritually.”

Dr. Dorinda Fox-Rentz

The above is a part of the first verse
from the Songs of Spiritual Plateaus,
the 2nd plateau, in fact.

The first plateau is Awakening. Do you
remember your own spiritual awakening — to your sensitivity;
being introduced to and connecting with your angels/spirit
guides, and your spiritual purpose? How joyful and exciting
that time was in my life! There was such an eagerness to
explore, uncover and grow more.
The 2nd plateau is Apprentice. It speaks to beginning to reach
out to find others who are awakening, the realization that I
can grow further from my own experience sharing with
others spiritually , and the courage it takes to open and
stretch myself in that way. It’s very fulfilling to offer practical
tools others can use to find their spiritual connection and
purpose, once I have grown past the fears and habits that
inhibit spiritual expression.

“Start me with 10 who will look deep within
and I’ll soon give you 10 million more!”
From the IPM Leadership Song

Qualities, opportunities for Involvement, the necessary
Pre-requisites and Benefits relating to the progression
of the Spiritual Plateaus. Membership in IPMI outlines
and leads an individual in a path to education and
standards for their spiritual evolution and service to
others. This is IPMI’s distinctive service as a nonprofit
organization.

Do you remember your own
spiritual awakening?
I urge you to take a look at the member levels; see
where you fit, and get involved. And if you joined at
the Participating level, you can now join at the level
fitting your experience.
IPMI also offers Volunteer opportunities to its
members for practice in sharing spiritually through
the Communication Rails available at local, state,
regional and national levels. For information on
these opportunities, visit the Volunteer section of
the IPMI website at www.ipminternational.org.
You can practice planning and promotion skills and
team with others to expand and coordinate spiritual
programs in the USA. See the Member section for
protected forms and information. Your password to
access forms is “ipmers. “ Get on board!
See you at Summer Camp in Iowa!!
With love and respect,

Dorinda Fox-Rentz, D.D.
Placitas NM

Other spiritual plateaus include Journeyman, Transition and
Affluent. Each plateau follows from the first and speaks to a
state of consciousness, a way of living and acting that
describes a level of involvement, education, experience,
wisdom and maturity. Dr. Coll described a universal
growth pattern in the plateaus that points directly to
spiritual growth and leadership, but can also be applied
to any human endeavor or profession.
The IPM International, Inc. Board of Directors in May
considered and adopted levels of IPMI membership that
parallel the spiritual plateaus. As a non-profit educational
organization, IPMI gives opportunity to anyone desiring to
find and fulfill their spiritual purpose utilizing the methods
advanced by Dr. Francisco Coll.
Each level of membership, from Participating Member (Level
One) to Level Four outlines and expresses specific Vibration/
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Dorinda Fox
leads a new
group in the
high energy
technique —
“Positive
Punch” —
In Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
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Taking Opportunity with IPMI
After I got involved in the community weekly meetings where
I got to learn new techniques and more about communication
with myself and others, the group leader announced: “Who
wants to learn more about working with energy?” I immediately
put up my hand. I was loving the opportunities for growth I was
already experiencing, but I want to take part in anything that
would assist me to grow faster.
I ended up at a local IPM leadership planning committee. We
were discerning the facts of upcoming introductory programs.
I remember that my husband at the time, who was also a part
of the community program, and I discerned to back a lecture
that no one else had checked out to be a part of. It was
communicated that sharing the facts of the program was
easy, so we followed the steps and soon found ourselves
sharing mostly from the Man and Universe book, and were
thrilled to be sharing our experiences.

Non-involvement is not a way to expand.
We went on to take opportunity in our local area in promotion
and administration and working with the rails of communication. We learned it was a step at a time. I learned about energy, healing the environment, and most importantly, being
willing to take opportunity as a vehicle to grow.
It has not changed since that time. I find that noninvolvement is not a way to expand. Of course, there are
times that the opportunity is not for me due to timing, or another opportunity that more fits with my thrust, etc.
One leader that I greatly admired told me that she made all of
her decisions by asking “Is this part of my life purpose? “ Then
she checked with her team of guidance and her own feelings. If
she received a “yes” answer, she went further with fact finding;
with the “no’s” she passed. I saw this leader travel around the
world sharing the message that is in the Man and Universe book.

TM
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I learned a lot about Trust from her.
Dr. Coll had a great idea with the establishment of the rails. I got great training
in communication, learning systems,
responsibility, and leadership.
I received training that I could implement
in my daily JOB as a physical therapist, in
my relationships, and in my goal setting.
I feel that I could not have afforded that
Dr. Kathleen Ellis
type of training in the market place; it
was available to me for making a commitment to be of service.
The clarity of learning about my goals, wants and needs, has
helped me to create the dream job that I recently released
after 20 years, and guess what, I earned a pension that pays
me nicely for the rest of my life. I still cannot believe that
someone pays me to not rent my time. Few folks are retiring
with pensions now days. Amazing! I learned to be in the right
place at the right time.
There is something to taking opportunity, I have seen it time
and time again. The extra energy is amazing and a bigger picture is a result. I have learned that there is plenty of opportunity in life and that I just need to discern and act.
Some involvement is always better than sitting on the fence
waiting for something to happen. I have learned to give myself
permission to change my mind but to get involved and practice
regrouping what I am getting out of it. I do not have to be a
slave to the opportunity, just enjoy the ride and be alert to
what I am learning.
Kathleen Ellis,
Leesburg GA

Summer Camp 2017:

IPMI Week - July 2-7
Unstoppable Waves of
Inspiration In Action!

New Spiritual Horizons Leadership Training

Sunday, July 2: 9 am —the IPMI Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors. All campers are invited! Also, a
special regrouping of the Alliance of Spiritual Organizations is scheduled at 4 pm.
500 & NSH 001—Lecture
Thrust Regrouping

NSH 002 & 500A
Discovering Your
NSH and EID

Submersion Wksps
Facets 1-4

515-T: Energy
421: Professional
Dynamics Wkshp Spiritual

541: Inner Communication & Guidance

NSH Techniques

Instructorship
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Sponsoring organizations and people with the high common denominator
of Spiritual Freedom as a Way of Life

Around the world, leaders of New Spiritual Horizons and other Wayshowers College programs are expressing their passion about living their Soul Purpose. Join the fun — share your message — give a Lecture!

Networking With My Apprentices
Often after I have come back
from ALC summer camp I do
not know my direction. This
was my case again last summer. Since my own energy had
just had a renewal, I was reorganizing my soul.

April Azzolino

I asked myself, “What are my
needs? What are the needs of
the people I serve in my spiritual
business? What programs will be
fulfilling for the both of us?”

Sometimes this takes weeks for me, in getting a hunch and
feeling. I find I have to have lots of patience with myself as I
am having a internal dialog with spirit. Then the day came. I
was reviewing programs, mini-courses, and I saw an Immersion Workshop program I had never taught but trained on a
couple of years ago as a consultant — Mastering My Psychic
Energy. I read the instructor notes and started sensing I was
spiritually ready to instruct this full-day program.
I really wanted just three or four people to experience this
with me before I ever made it public. I invited individuals
who attended a recent New Spiritual Horizons Group to a
gathering for appetizers and cocktails, and to socialize on
how our lives were going. While we were together, I shared
I was offering an immersion course, at a very special pricing
of 50% off for anyone who wanted to attend this once-ever
opportunity. Two individuals committed instantly.
Next, someone from Facebook who in the 80's was involved
in the IPMI programs found me and I invited her to Starbucks
for coffee. Over coffee we shared many insights and I shared
about this immersion workshop. She told me she would love
to be a part of it. A few days later she asked me if a friend
could also come who had been a part of IPMI also. Now, I
had four committed participants.
I had an Eventbrite event coming up in August. One of the
new attendees texted me that her dog had gotten sick and
was not able to come. So, I asked her if she would like to
meet for coffee sometime in the future. We made a coffee
date. We got to know each other and then I again shared
about my immersion program.
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I sensed this person was a old soul with a young body. She
was committed to coming. A few days later she texted me
that she wanted to invite a friend as well. Now, I had six
people for my program
I had contacted another individual for coffee who recently
had experienced a number of personal private consultations
with me. I wanted to see how she was doing. Over coffee, I
shared about my immersion workshop with her and she decided she was ready to go deeper in her spiritual evolution.
A few days later, she emailed me she had a friend who
wanted to come. I asked her to have her friend call me. I
checked her energy and invited her to attend.
During this time I had sent some private messages and
emails to people I thought would have interest. Four more
individuals hopped on this event. One gal drove from St.
George, Utah, two hours away. Kathy said, “April, I always
know I will grow when I attend your workshops. It is never a
waste of my time." I appreciate hearing this to my core.

I am growing, evolving by doing
this work, one step-at-a time, one
brick at-a-time.
Twelve people attended my largest event yet. By building
myself and my business, some of these individuals went and
promoted me to their friends.
Networking for me is step by step, brick by brick. A few participants wrote me several days later and shared different
messages: "Your workshops are always inspiring." “I learn
how sensitive I really am." "Your workshops really speak to
me and I know myself better."
What did I learn during this process? I learned that I have
value, my programs have value, and that spirit backs me
when I wait for the hunch, the feeling. Sometimes I can
hardly put a word to that inner knowing. But it works. I am
growing, evolving by doing this work one step-at-a time, one
brick at time.
April Azzolino,
Las Vegas NV

Why I Love SMP
I am currently one of the Spiritual Monitoring Plan® (SMP)
Wayshowers who oversee the SMP program. I have been
involved with SMP since 1979 and it has been my lifeline for
enlightenment and my continual spiritual unfoldment all
these 37 years. I have found solutions to heal anything that
gets ‘off ’ in my physical body, so I don’t get sick. Just having
the 4,000 Astro Soul angels backing my angels has given me
boundless, unlimited, enthusiastic energy every day.
I get quick clear insights into all my situations, find positive
solutions for the challenges in my life, discern what is me
and what is not me, accept the good kind loving part of me
as the real me and look at everything in my life as I have
attracted it to learn something about myself from it. Since I
am the most important person in the universe to myself I
place the highest priority on investing my material abundance in me, my state of consciousness. I can’t afford not to
be in SMP.

I place the highest priority on investing
my material abundance in me, my state
of consciousness.
I came to Planet Earth to learn about myself and to be of
service. SMP is the tool that has helped me the most to
learn about myself and to provide the most loving, helpful,
unconditional, spiritual service.
I am 100% responsible for all my situations. They are in my
life as my lessons to learn from in this school I am attending
called Planet Earth. I live and love my spiritual purpose.
The techniques and tools offered through the SMP program
are the ones Dr. Francisco Coll used to keep himself
regrouped when he was here so he could be of service
to the world. He passed these techniques on through
the SMP program.
My projection of my energy for the following month gets
me prepared in advance for what is to come. Timing is everything. I get helpful hints about what my guidance will be
working with me on and some pitfalls to be aware of.
I learn which blocks from the maze will be stimulated and
solutions for not getting caught up in those old patterns. I
learn more and more of the positive qualities I have
mastered through lifetimes and know how to make
them part of my daily life since they are the real me.
I learn how to live in the present moment and to enjoy it to
the fullest. I have come to appreciate that everyone and
everything is here to help me grow. The universe is backing
me to accomplish all my wants and needs. I have learned to
love and respect everyone who is also here learning and
growing and doing the best that they can.

Spirit Is Our River
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I have learned to trust myself
and my first impressions
which come from my guidance. I have learned how to
get everything I want and to
discern my wants from my
needs.
I have learned that it’s possible
to be happy 24 hours a day.
Having a positive attitude is
my key.

Dr. Sandra Adler

From the La Familia Nuestra
(LFN) calendars, I know what the energy will be ahead of
time and the influences in my environment affecting Planet
Earth. I can handle them with ease because I know what is
me and what is not me.
My Enthusiasm Scale tells me how much I am living my
thrust each day and what can pull me off my pivot point –
people in my environment or concepts. This is how I attain
that balance so my enthusiasm is always high and consistent.
I can see my spiritual progress as I grow each month. During
the month my guidance remind me of something Dr. Coll
said to me or a concept I learned in an ALC (Americana
Leadership College) course or from a profile or one of my
Home Study Program lessons. My angels have all this extra
backing so I get the messages to keep me on track all
month.
Every month I expand my state of consciousness by using
the tools and techniques offered through SMP. I have all my
answers inside me. This is my Personal energy. When my
Personal is solid I have no troubles in Social or Business.
When I pass on I will take my Personal with me. Social and
Business will stay here on Planet Earth with my body.
That’s why SMP is so valuable to me. It’s like having a
spiritual profile, attending a group meeting, taking a
course or being in an International Regrouping retreat
every day of my life. There is no end to my growing. I am
in tune with my universe; I love every minute of it. Thank
you SMP. Thank you Francisco, for providing these tools
for me, and I thank myself for using them for my benefit.
For more information on how to be involved in the SMP
program, please contact the ALC office in Iowa
at alc@alcworld.com or 1-800-336-8008. They will forward
your inquiry to the SMP office.
Sandra Adler, D.D., SMP Wayshower
Poway, CA
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PEACE COMMUNITY CHURCH INTERNATIONAL

PCCI President’s Message
Among the definitions of the action “to
minister” is to “take care of.” In the
standard practice of a church community,
the Minister is often seen as the shepherd
of his or her flock tending to their needs –
being a conduit to God and providing
answers from the outside.

Part B will work with any kind of Transition such as Memorial
and Funeral Services, and other kinds of changes for which
an individual wants backing.
Part C will include other individual based ceremonies such
as baptisms, personal commitment, etc.
Parts B and C will be crafted this summer and fall and it is
being planned that all three parts are offered at the 2018
international Regrouping.

At the basic root of PCCI ministerial
services is to help or assist people to
help themselves, tune into their inner
guidance, inspire them to find self-powering solutions. We
foster the experience of oneness with God or the universe
and that all of our answers are right inside.

With these courses we will continue to upgrade and maintain our professionalism as well qualified Ministers that
offer the highest standards of spiritual work – works that
inspire unity within families, differing faiths and backgrounds, coming together to support a union, a new child
and more.

If you are a current Ordained Minister with PCCI or want to
reactivate or if you are aspiring to receive the training to
become a Minister, you could not ask for a better timing
to be of service. At a recent spiritual expo, I saw just how
much people are searching for self-understanding, healing,
assurance and belief.

It truly is a privilege to share in teamwork with Spirit as a
Minister! Let us know how we might assist you!

Dr. Paul Kellogg

Paul Kellogg, D.D.
Osceola, IA

The booth personnel were very positive with each person,
helping them to see the good that was already in their
lives. People walked away smiling, nodding “Yes” with
a look of directed enthusiasm to grow some more! Our
kind of ministry!
In 2017, the PCCI team is helping to craft a new series of
courses that will expand the training one receives in 622:
Ceremonies and Procedures of Peace Community Church to
assist ministers in refining their skills in offering ceremonies.
622 Part A will be Union Ceremonies of all kinds – weddings,
civil, etc. and will be presented at this years’ Summer Camp,
emphasizing how to help people have their best ceremony.

Paul shares with searchers at the Des Moines Expo.

Unstoppable Waves of Healing
A Peace Community Church Summer Retreat

June 26 - 30, 2017 in Osceola, Iowa

Believe!
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651-A: Peace, My Inevitable Reality
607: Teachings of the Apostle Paul
612: The Parables of Jesus
600/600A: How To Present PCC Programs
622/622A: Ceremonies & Procedures of PCC

Family World Courses:
8770: Man & Woman, Roles
For the New Age
8752: Universal Love In
Personal Relationships

Join us at the PCCI Board of Directors Meeting on Saturday, July 1: 9am

Peace Community Church International is based on
a tradition of unity, universal consciousness,
multiple paths to God. PCCI affiliates assist
with facilitating community fellowships,
marriage, baptism, confirmations, commitment ceremonies, and memorial services.

A Memorable Wedding
Peace Community Church International is founded on
the principles of respect for all traditions, acknowledging
the spiritual truths found in all. Focusing on the Christ
Spirit of Christianity, a PCCI minister has the opportunity
to work with a couple to craft the kind of wedding ceremony that will be most meaningful for them. It can include their own testimonials, choice of music, unique
techniques that incorporate the creative spirit of the partners, etc. It can also be offered in the traditions of the
chosen spiritual beliefs.

THE 6 Ws of PCCI
Breaking things down in the Who,
What, When, Where and Why and
the HOW during planification for
upcoming projects comes naturally
to many readers of Spirit Is Our
River. The process is equally helpful
in better understanding of communications heard or read.
Estelle Minor

I was inspired to break down PCCI's
Vision into those W's (you may have your own version):

The WHO of our Vision:
1) "a worldwide community"
2) the "two percent of the earth's population (who) live
by inner guidance
The WHAT of our Vision:
1) "share spiritual cleansing"
2) "share healing fellowship"
3) "inspire oneness, personal loyalty"
The WHEN of our Vision: "Evolution"; i.e., on an ongoing
basis, at all times, eternally
The WHERE of our Vision: "In all walks of life"
The WHY of our Vision: To increase "spiritual awareness,
leadership and service" (in both the two percent and the
rest of the worldwide community)

Sondra Kellogg and Chris Allaire and happy wedding team!

The HOW of our Vision: "Through spiritual awareness,
leadership and service".

My daughter Sondra and her husband Chris Allaire
blended some Celtic inspiration, some light-hearted moments with a recitation on “Marriage” from The Princess
Bride (provided by her brother Matt!), and the inspiration
all with the backing of the two PCCI ministers (Richard
Lassiter and Anne Kellogg). It was heart-felt and fun!

My understanding in the bigger picture of PCCI is that the
WHO is made up of Affiliates and participants, the WHAT
is its Mission, the WHEN is its Vision, the WHERE is its
Core Values and the WHY is its Creed. The HOW is up to
each of us. May In-Spiration guide our creativity!

Susan Kellogg, D.D., Osceola IA

Rev. Estelle Minor, PCCI Bishop
Charlottesville, VA

“Last week I heard from a couple in Northern Virginia. They
credit each other’s love and support for their recovery from
serious illnesses in the recent past. I reached out to them on
Facebook and shared how inspiring their relationship is.
Jodi responded, ‘We will celebrate our anniversary this
month; it’s been 22 years since you married us.’ Although I
can take no credit for their lasting marriage, it is fulfilling to
know I was a part of their commitment to each other. Their
outdoor, nontraditional PCC wedding was a memorable
experience for them and the more than 50 people who
attended. I loved being part of their special day.”
Dorinda Fox, D.D., Placitas NM

Kristina Hildebrand,
Debbie Guilbeau and
Judy Katzin role-play
a PCC Marriage
Ceremony in Course
622 during the 2016
Summer Retreats.
Fun and inspirational!
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Sponsoring organizations and people with the high common
denominator of Spiritual Freedom as a Way of Life

IPMI Membership Levels
Level

Prerequisites

Cost

1

 None
 Recommended:
M&U Lecture or
Book, IPMI Free
Presentation or
State/ Regional
Retreat

$25

 Commitment to Self and
Self-Leadership
 Practicing discernment
 Relaxing with sensitivity
 Relaxing with the
connection to Spirit
 Respect others’ Freedom
 Purpose
 Patience in growth
 Stay spiritually cleansed

 Newsletter
 Spiritual & energetic backing
 Connection to Bigger Picture
 Techniques: Sensing Energy, Personal and Environmental Cleansing
 Access to Leaders and
training resources
 Affiliation with likeminded people

 Involvement in programs,
i.e. groupwork, workshops,
courses, home study
 Assist Local representative
 Assist at Events
 Local and Mini-State
opportunities
 Spiritually cleanses self and
environment

2

 M&U, 2nd Step,
groupwork, and/
or workshop
intensives, 1001
Profile, 500, 500A,
521, 522 or
equivalent
 Recommended:
Crash Program
Gives opportunity,
Ex. Attract people
to Level 1

$50

 Voluntary leadership
 Spiritual Outflow
 Teamwork—giving without
hooks
 Wayshower vibration
 Accepts others as they are
 All things are a means to
spiritual growth
 Spiritually and materially
compact
 Fulfillment in service
 Courage

 All above plus access to
12 technique videos
 Opportunity to work
with people in a bigger
picture spiritually at all
levels of society
 Spiritual and energetic
backing






3

 All the above plus
Milan Training Crs,
Orange Man. Crs,
560, 561, 515.
 Recommended: TTraining in 500,
500A, 500B
 Gives opportunity
Ex. Attracts 2 people
to Level 2

$75

 Leader of leaders
 Initiates and nurtures
teamwork in others and
giving without hooks
 Inspiring to build
 Empowers others
 Lives a breath at a time
 Non-judgmental
 Live and let live
 Mind your own business
 Belief and Trust

 All above plus more energy and spiritual backing
for your growth.
 Priority for instructorship
of courses at camps and
leadership retreats.
 May be part of pool of
leaders who are recruited
to train in the field.
 Access and use of energy
maps.

 Regional Representative
opportunities
 Special Projects
 Plans Regional tours and
programs

4

 Consultant in 2001
$100  All of the above plus
or 1001-1003A, a
expanded community
Thrust Profile and
service
764AB&C
 Big Picture Planning
 Certified to present
 Calm, cool and collected
IPM, NSH & AS Community programs
 Be certified advanced
trainer in at least one
– IPM, NSH or AS
 Rec: be an SMP coach
(or spiritual equivalent)
Attract at least 5 to
Level 2 individually or
in teams.

 All above plus additional
energy and spiritual
backing for service in a
big, big picture and for
your spiritual expansion.
 Will be in a pool of leaders
to be offered opportunity
to train leaders in the
field.

 National Officer
opportunities
 Board of Directors
 Special Projects
 Plans National tours
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Vibration/Qualities

Benefits

Opportunities for Involvement

State Officer opportunities
Special Projects
Current in tools
Plan State and local tours

Wayshower Wisdom, continued from page 3

One Step At A Time
I thank my Guidance for
the opportunities they
send me, in my sage years,
to share the spiritual gifts I
have received this lifetime.
When I heard my first
lecture thirty years ago, I
promised myself I would
pass on the message
that had changed my
perception of life and
the role I was meant to
play in it.

WISDOM FROM AN OA WAYSHOWER
"The greater danger for most of us lies not in setting our
aim too high and falling short; but in setting our aim too
low, and achieving our mark." - Michelangelo
No dream is unrealistic. Surround yourself with supportive,
like minded people and watch what happens. Gratitude and
humility turn dreams into reality quicker than you could
ever imagine.

Facebook Message from Matthew Kellogg, who
currently lives in Pleasanton CA, after fulfilling one
of his life goals — a trip to New Zealand.

Everyday, I ask my helpers
to send me opportunities
to outflow. They consistently open doors for me to receive those searchers who
are being led to discover their true nature and their own
personal Guidance.
Julia Santiago enjoys sharing
one-on-one.

During the past two weeks, souls I have met with have
been able to receive energy healing, the 1001 profile,
1002A profile, Process session, and PMM group work.
I share the lecture before each profile and am always
filled with joy as I watch their openness, enthusiasm
and sometimes relief with
what they are hearing.
Recently the participants in
Course 4091: A Mini-Course
on Tapping the Sources of
Your Spiritual Alarm System, were reminded to
follow their true feelings,
their life purpose, and
their outflow. Regrouping
and avoiding the alarms
that may interfere with Julia’s daughter Julia Maria
their evolvement helped
and her grandchildren
them resolve to use the
Micaela and Julian.
tools they had learned.
The key is to stay relaxed (cleansed), regrouped, and outflow to make their journey more fulfilling and secure.
As we move forward, the New Jersey Team eagerly
prepares for a tour in our area by Australian leader
John Shortell. It will open the energy for opportunities to
be the Wayshowers we were meant to be.
I am "having fun, one step at a time!"

Julia Santiago
N. Arlington, NJ

Matt Kellogg views the tranquil beauty of Queenstown,
New Zealand during his trip “downunder” in 2015.

Summer Retreats: Week 3 Astro-Soul
“Unstoppable Waves of My Lifetimes”
July 9—14: Sponsored by Wayshowers Community
Fellowship, feel the backing of the 4000 Astro Soul
angels as you experience unique and powerful
courses to help you regroup and renew your spiritual
purpose and service this lifetime!
744: Your Past, Present and Future Through Trance Communication
726: Practical Involvement In the World of Healing
726A: Immersion Into the World of Psychic Healing
782: Reincarnation and Universal Energy
764A: Trance Healing, A Deeper Communication
764-B: Experiencing the Spiritual Mysticism of Trance
Healing
764-C: The Occult World of Trance and Mediumship
Enjoy creative fellowships and the Operation Action (OA)
program for our “old souls in young bodies!”

WCF Board of Directors Meeting: Sat, June 1: 1pm
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Continued from page 1

Be prepared to offer new resources and/or refresh your
spiritual tools for success!
WEEK 3 July 10-14:
Fellowship (WCF)

Sponsored by Wayshowers Community

This is the week for the indepth energy of Astro-Soul, exploring
my Unstoppable Waves of My Lifetimes. “A soul moves by
desire!” It is all about going deeper and retuning yourself to
the inner inspiration that stimulated that deep desire to return
to Planet Earth to learn and grow. We do that by living our life
purpose and fulfilling our life goals. Understand how you can
live an unlimited life experience in your lifetime here on earth.
You will regroup the accumulation of your many experiences,
consolidated for practical use. Fully understand what you
brought with you this lifetime.
Courses include: Practical Involvement with the World of Psychic
Healing (726), Reincarnation and Universal Energy (782), Immersion Into the World of Psychic Healing (726A); plus Astro-Soul
Trance/Mediumship training for new and refreshers: Trance
Healing: A Deeper Communication (764-A), Experiencing the
Spiritual Mysticism of Trance Healing (764-B) and The Occult
World of Trance and Mediumship (764C).
BE the driving force of your waves of evolution. Experience a
deep healing. Tune into an inspired desire of being totally involved in your life and life purpose. Be part of the feeling of what
is coming. Become your Unstoppable Waves of Your Lifetimes.
OPERATION ACTION FOR YOUTH
During each week of summer camp, there will be continuous
program for our “leaders of tomorrow” (ages 0-21). Let the
college know if you are coming with children. For more information on program, costs, and possible scholarship assistance,
contact president@wayshowerscommunityfellowship.org

“It is the spirit that unites us.”
Join Wayshowers Community Fellowship!
Corporate Membership $50
Youth Membership (up to age 21) $25
Sage (63+) & Disabled Membership $25
Membership includes opportunity to host Weekly Spirit
Call, receive and direct healing for self and others, share
spiritual backing and sponsorship, receive special discounts
on WCF Retreats and four issues of Spirit Is Our River.
Email president@wayshowerscommunityfellowship.org

Alliance Team Sponsors Spirit Call
WCF, PCCI and IPMI are teaming up to share
the worldwide weekly Spirit Call happening
every Friday evening, 9:30pm EST. WCF
sponsors the call on 1st and 3rd Fridays. PCCI
is the host on the 2nd and 4th Fridays. IPMI sponsors the
call on the 5th Friday of key months. Enjoy the energy of
the master souls backing each call, plus the unique
meditation and healing techniques. Members of each
organization can serve as Hosts and Co-Hosts on their
sponsored call.

To participate, call the following conference call #:

(515) 604-9000 Pin 832368#
WCF Healing Teleconference Calls
and Webinars
Enjoy the special creative energy of WCF in a quarterly
teleconference call or webinar. Share in-depth healing
techniques to refresh and uplift yourself and others.
Have outflow that keeps you tuned up and tuned in to
Spirit and your team of inner guidance.

For more info: www.wcfworld.org

To contact the different non-profits:
Wayshowers Community Fellowship Corp.
www.wayshowerscommunityfellowship.org
president@wayshowerscommunityfellowship.org
IPM International:
www. ipminternational.org
Email: president@ipminternational.org
Peace Community Church International:
www.pcciworld.org
Email: info@pcciworld.org

An all-camp Security Circle unites Wayshowers of all ages
with song, healing and fellowship.
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